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Bath Screens
Shaped and contoured for space and elegance, Merlyn Bath Screens are 
the perfect solution for in-bath showering. Innovative design and 
contemporary aesthetics bring this bathroom favourite to life with modern 
shapes and features to enjoy for years to come.

Great Space
Saving Features
Featuring both design and functionality the 2 Panel Curved Bath Screen 
is the ultimate in space efficiency.  With a sleek chrome towel rail and fitted 
internal shelves, this piece combines style with purpose for in bath showering.

      Bath Screens 
      to Choose From
Whether you are looking for a fresh modern angular style shower screen 
or a minimalist curved frameless Screen, we have a great choice of styles, 
panel options, open and close features in this range of Merlyn Bath Screens.
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180o Inwards Swing
The signature piece of this range, the Two Panel Hinged Bath Screen  
features a secure 1800 inwards swing which means you can position the 
glass where you can comfortably deflect water in to the bath and not on 
to the floor!

Lifetime Guarantee
The Merlyn Bathscreen Collection is made to the highest standards of 
excellence and therefore  features our Lifetime Guarantee. 

Mershield
Stayclear 
Our little touch to make life easier for you. Mershield is a protective glass 
coating which, when applied to glass, helps the glass to remain shiny and 
new without the need for tiresome cleaning. 

Tested for Quality
and Safety
All products are rigorously tested by us and by global health and safety 
experts to make sure they adhere to the highest quality standards. 
(CE mark info p.121)

With
Mershield Stayclear

Without
Mershield Stayclear
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